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We show that:
(1) Rothberger bounded subgroups of σ -compact groups are characterized by Ramseyan
partition relations (Corollary 4).
(2) For each uncountable cardinal κ there is a T0 topological group of cardinality κ such
that ONE has a winning strategy in the point-open game on the group and the group
is not a closed subspace of any σ -compact space (Theorem 8).
(3) For each uncountable cardinal κ there is a T0 topological group of cardinality κ such
that ONE has a winning strategy in the point-open game on the group and the group
is σ -compact (Corollary 17).
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Overview
Boundedness properties in topological groups are counterparts for covering properties in general topological spaces:
Guran’s notion of ℵ0-boundedness is a counterpart of the Lindelöf covering property [9], while Okunev’s notion of
o-boundedness (named Menger-boundedness by Kocˇinac, who introduced this notion independently) and Tkachenko’s corre-
sponding property of strict o-boundedness are counterparts of σ -compactness [10]. In this paper we consider a boundedness
property which approximates Borel’s metric notion of strong measure zero. This boundedness property was considered in un-
published work by Galvin, was later independently considered by Kocˇinac under the name of Rothberger boundedness, the
terminology used since [1]. It should be noted, however, that the property now called “Rothberger bounded” was already
considered by Rothberger in the Hilfssatz appearing on p. 51 of [16].
In [1] it was shown that a subgroup (or subset) of a metrizable topological group is Rothberger bounded if, and only if,
it is strong measure zero in all left invariant metrics of the group. In [1] we also extended some of the characterizations
of strong measure zero of [19] to Rothberger boundedness, but we did not have techniques to also extend the Ramsey-
theoretic characterization to this context. In [13] Kocˇinac further extends notions of boundedness in topological groups to
corresponding notions of boundedness in uniform spaces. One objective of our paper is to show how to extend the Ramsey-
theoretic characterization of the metric notion of strong measure zero to a Ramsey-theoretic characterization of Rothberger
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in topological groups.
The point-open game introduced in [6] by Galvin is closely related to the notion of strong measure zero. Galvin proved
that for Lindelöf spaces in which each point is an intersection of countably many open sets player ONE of the point-open
game has a winning strategy if, and only if, the space is countable. Apparently few, if any, uncountable examples of Hausdorff
spaces where ONE has a winning strategy in the point-open game, have been pointed out in the literature. Another objective
of this paper is to show that classical work of Comfort [3] and also classical work of Corson [5] provide a wide range of
topological groups that are such examples. Our analysis of these examples strengthens some results of Hernandez [10] on
the theory of ℵ0-bounded groups.
2. Some terminology and notation
For collections A and B the symbol S1(A,B) denotes the statement that
For each sequence (An: n < ω) of elements of A there is a sequence (bn: n < ω) such that bn ∈ An for each n, and
{bn: n < ω} ∈ B.
Let Y be a topological space. Then O denotes the collection of all open covers of Y . If the selection principle S1(O,O)
holds for Y we say Y is a Rothberger space (or has the Rothberger property). This property is named after F. Rothberger who
introduced it in his study of Borel’s notion of strong measure zero [16].
A subspace X of the metric space (Y ,d) is a strong measure zero subspace if there is for each sequence (n: n < ω)
of positive real numbers a partition X = ⋃n<ω Xn such that for each n the d-diameter of Xn is less than n . In [19] we
characterized the strong measure zero subspaces of σ -compact metric spaces in terms of Ramseyan partition relations.
For a uniform space1 (Y ,U) and for U ∈ U and x ∈ Y we deﬁne
U [x] := {y ∈ Y : (x, y) ∈ U}.
For U and V in U ,
U ◦ V = {(x, y) ∈ Y 2: (∃z ∈ Y ) ((x, z) ∈ V and (z, y) ∈ U)},
and
U−1 = {(x, y): (y, x) ∈ U}.
For U ∈ U we deﬁne O(U ) = {U [x]: x ∈ Y }. Then O(U ) is an open cover of Y . OU denotes the family of all open covers
of Y of the form O(U ), U ∈ U . A subset X of a uniform space (Y ,U) is said to be Rothberger bounded if Y has the property
S1(OU ,OX ).
For a topological group (G,∗) and a neighborhood U of its identity element we deﬁne: O(U ) = {x ∗ U : x ∈ G}. Then
O(U ) is an open cover of G . Onbd denotes the family of all open covers of G of the form O(U ). A topological group is said
to be Rothberger bounded if it has the property S1(Onbd,O). For X be a subset of the topological space G let OX denote the
covers of X by sets open in G . Then X is said to be Rothberger bounded in G if S1(Onbd,OX ) holds.
Note that if (G,∗) is a topological group and if N is a basis of symmetric neighborhoods of the identity element
of G , deﬁne for each N ∈ N set L(N) := {(x, y) ∈ G × G: y−1 ∗ x ∈ N} and set R(N) := {(x, y) ∈ G × G: x ∗ y−1 ∈ N}. Then
L = {L(N): N ∈ N } is the left uniformity of G associated with N , while R = {R(N): N ∈ N } is the right uniformity. Moreover,
Onbd as deﬁned above is equivalent to OL , and Rothberger boundedness as deﬁned above for the topological group (G,∗)
corresponds to Rothberger boundedness as deﬁned for the uniform space (G,L). Thus, results for uniform spaces about
Rothberger boundedness are also results about Rothberger boundedness for topological groups.
Even in topological groups the property S1(O,O) is generally stronger than S1(Onbd,O). This issue was raised by Roth-
berger in [16], and he used the Continuum Hypothesis in [17] to show that for metrizable spaces S1(O,O) is stronger than
S1(Onbd,O). More recently in Theorem 8.5 of [14] it is shown that it is consistent, relative to the consistency of ZFC, that
there are metrizable groups which are Rothberger bounded but are not Rothberger spaces.
The symbol G1(A,B) denotes the following game of length ω: Players ONE and TWO play an inning per n < ω. In
inning n ONE ﬁrst selects a member On ∈ A, and then TWO responds by choosing a Tn ∈ On . A play (O 0, T0, . . . , On, Tn, . . .)
is won by TWO if {Tn: n < ω} ∈ B; else, it is won by ONE. A strategy for player ONE is a function F with domain the set of
ﬁnite sequences of eligible moves for player TWO, and range eligible moves of player ONE. The play (O 0, T0, . . . , On, Tn, . . .)
is said to be an F -play if O 0 = F (∅), and for each n, On+1 = F (T0, . . . , Tn). F is said to be a winning strategy for ONE if
each F -play is won by ONE. Note that in this notion of a strategy for ONE, when ONE computes On , all the prior moves of
TWO (T0, . . . , Tn−1) are consulted. Such strategy is said to be a perfect information strategy. The notions of a strategy and of
a winning strategy for TWO are deﬁned analogously, and are taken in the perfect information sense. Note that if ONE does
1 See [21, Chapter 9] for an introduction to uniform spaces.
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player has a winning strategy in a game, in which case the game is said to be undetermined.
F. Galvin [6] introduced the game G1(O,O) and proved that it is related as follows to the well-known point-open game2:
ONE has a winning strategy in the point-open game if, and only if, TWO has a winning strategy in G1(O,O). TWO has a
winning strategy in the point-open game if, and only if, ONE has a winning strategy in G1(O,O).
Several examples of spaces for which G1(O,O) is undetermined are known.
3. A Ramseyan characterization of Rothberger boundedness in uniform spaces
Let A and B be families of sets and let n and k be positive integers. The symbol
A → (B)nk
denotes the statement that for each A ∈ A and for each function f : [A]n → {1, . . . ,k} there is a B ⊆ A and an i ∈ {1, . . . ,k}
such that B ∈ B and f is constant of value i on [B]n .
An open cover U of Y is said to be an ω-cover if Y /∈ U , but for each ﬁnite set F ⊆ Y there is a U ∈ U with F ⊆ U .
Ω denotes the family of all open ω-covers of Y .
Theorem 9 of [19] gives the following characterization of strong measure zero subsets of σ -compact metric spaces:
Theorem 1. For X a subspace of a σ -compact metric space Y the following are equivalent:
(1) Y has the property S1(O,OX ).
(2) X has strong measure zero (in all equivalent metrics on Y ).
(3) ONE has no winning strategy in the game G1(O,OX ).
(4) For each positive integer k, Ω → (OX )2k .
Failure of Lebesgue’s Covering Lemma (which holds for compact metrizable spaces) was the main obstacle towards
extending Theorem 1 beyond metrizable σ -compact spaces. We found two non-metric situations in which an appropriate
generalization of Lebesgue’s Covering Lemma holds in topological groups. The referee pointed out that one of these versions
is in fact known in the more general context of uniform spaces. Indeed, the following is proved in Theorem 33 on p. 199
of [12]:
Lemma 2. Let (X,U) be a uniform space and let K be a compact subset of X . Then for any open cover A of X there is a member W of
the uniformity U such that for each x ∈ K there is a V ∈ A such that W [x] ⊆ V .
Here is the version of Theorem 1 for σ -compact uniform spaces:
Theorem 3. Let (Y ,U) be a σ -compact uniform space and let X be a subset of G. The following are equivalent:
(1) (Y ,U) satisﬁes S1(O,OX ).
(2) X is a Rothberger bounded subset of (Y ,U).
(3) ONE has no winning strategy in the game G1(O,OX ).
(4) For each positive integer k, Ω → (OX )2k .
Proof. The implications (1) ⇒ (2), (3) ⇒ (4) and (4) ⇒ (1) follow the ideas of the proof of Theorem 9 of [19], with some
standard modiﬁcations. We prove (2) ⇒ (3).
(2) ⇒ (3): Let F be a strategy for player ONE in the game G1(O,OX ) on Y . Since Y is σ -compact, write Y =⋃n<ω Yn
where for each n we have ∅ = Yn ⊆ Yn+1 and Yn is compact. For each n, Xn = X ∩ Yn is a Rothberger bounded subset of Y .
To defeat ONE’s strategy TWO will in speciﬁc innings m concentrate attention on speciﬁc Xn ’s. To this end, partition ω into
inﬁnitely many inﬁnite subsets Sn . For innings numbered by members of Sn TWO will focus on Xn .
We now use ONE’s strategy F to recursively deﬁne a sequence (Nk: k < ω) and an array of sets U(T0, . . . , Tk) where:
(1) For each k, Nk is a symmetric3 member of the uniformity U ;
(2) With n0 such that 0 ∈ Sn0 , U(∅) is a ﬁnite subset of F (∅) (ONE’s ﬁrst move) which covers Y0, and N0 is such that for
each x ∈ Y0 there is a V ∈ U(∅) with (N0 ◦ N0)[x] ⊆ V ;
(3) For each (T0, . . . , Tk) such that T0 ∈ U(∅), T1 ∈ U(T0), . . . and Tk ∈ U(T0, . . . , Tk−1) and for nk+1 such that k+ 1 ∈ Snk+1
we have U(T0, . . . , Tk) a ﬁnite subset of F (T0, . . . , Tk) that covers Ynk+1 . Note that there are only ﬁnitely many such
2 Since we do not need this correspondence here, we refer readers to Galvin’s paper [6] for a deﬁnition of the point-open game.
3 I.e., N−1k = Nk .
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there is a U ∈ U(T0, . . . , Tk) with (Nk+1 ◦ Nk+1)[x] ⊆ U .
With this data available, construct a play against F won by TWO as follows: Fix an m < ω. Since Xm is Rothberger
bounded select for each k ∈ Sm an xk ∈ Y such that (Nk[xk]: k ∈ Sm) covers Xm .
We may assume each xk is in Xm – for suppose an xk is not in Xm . If Nk[xk]∩ Xm = ∅, we may with impunity replace this
xk by one from Xm . However, if Nk[xk] ∩ Xm = ∅, then let y be an element of this intersection. We claim that Nk[xk] ∩ Xm ⊆
(Nk ◦ Nk)[y]. For let z ∈ Nk[xk] ∩ Xm be given. Note that (xk, y) ∈ Nk and (xk, z) ∈ Nk . Since Nk is symmetric we have
(y, xk) ∈ Nk and (xk, z) ∈ Nk . But then (y, z) ∈ Nk ◦ Nk , which implies that z ∈ (Nk ◦ Nk)[y]. Thus, letting this y be the new
xk we see that we may choose for each k ∈ Sm an xk ∈ Xk such that ((Nk ◦ Nk)[xk]: k ∈ Sm) covers Xk .
Finally, recursively choose a sequence (Tk: k < ω) as follows: Choose T0 ∈ U(∅) with (N0 ◦ N0)[x0] ⊆ T0. With T0, . . . , Tm
chosen, choose Tm+1 ∈ U(T0, . . . , Tm) with (Nm+1 ◦ Nm+1)[xm+1] ⊆ Tm+1. Then the sequence
F (∅), T0, F (T0), . . . , Tk, F (T0, . . . , Tk), Tk+1, . . .
is an F -play lost by ONE.
In the proof of (4) implies (1) we use that S1(O,OX ) is equivalent to S1(Ω,OX ). This equivalence is proven in Theo-
rem 17 of [18]. 
Thus, in the special case of topological groups, we have:
Corollary 4. Let (H,∗) be a subgroup of a σ -compact group (G,∗). The following are equivalent:
(1) (G,∗) satisﬁes S1(O,OH ).
(2) (H,∗) is Rothberger bounded.
(3) ONE has no winning strategy in the game G1(O,OH ).
(4) On H ONE has no winning strategy in the game G1(Onbd,O).
(5) For each positive integer k, (G,∗) satisﬁes Ω → (OH )2k .
Proof. (1) implies that (G,∗) satisﬁes S1(Onbd,OH ). But then by Theorem 13 of [1], (H,∗) satisﬁes S1(Onbd,O) in the
relative topology, proving (2). Since (2) states that H is a Rothberger bounded subset of G , Theorem 3 gives the implication
from (2) to (3) and from (3) to (5). Also, (3) implies (4) which implies (2). The proof that (5) implies (1) uses the fact that
S1(O,OH ) is equivalent to S1(Ω,OH ) (this equivalence can be proven like Theorem 17 of [18]). 
Corollary 4 improves Theorem 22 of [1] in that it does not require the group (G,∗) to be metrizable. One might wonder
how widely applicable Corollary 4 really is. We shall address this in the next two sections by showing that:
• For each inﬁnite cardinal number κ there is a T0 Rothberger bounded group (G,∗) of cardinality κ which is not a
closed subspace of any σ -compact group, and TWO has a winning strategy in the game G1(Onbd,O) on (G,∗).
• For each inﬁnite cardinal number κ there is a T0 σ -compact Rothberger bounded group of cardinality κ for which TWO
has a winning strategy in the game G1(O,O).
4. Rothberger groups not embeddable as closed subspaces into any σ -compact space
Not every T0 Rothberger bounded group is a closed subspace of some σ -compact group, as illustrated by the following
example of Comfort and Ross [4, Example 3.2]. We precede the example with a few well-known facts about P -spaces – see
for example Section 5 of [8]. A topological space is said to be a P -space if each Gδ set is open. Evidently, every subspace of
a P -space is a P -space. Every countably inﬁnite subspace of a T2 P -space is closed and discrete. It follows that a compact
P -space is ﬁnite, and thus a σ -compact P -space is countable. Thus, no uncountable P -space is a closed subspace of a
σ -compact T2-space. If a topological group (G,∗) is a Lindelöf P -space then it is Rothberger bounded in a strong sense: Let
(Un: n < ω) be a sequence of neighborhoods for the identity. Then U =⋂n<ω Un is a neighborhood for the identity. Since
the group is ℵ0 bounded ﬁx a sequence (xn: n < ω) of elements of the group such that xn ∗ U , n < ω, covers the group.
Then the sequence (xn ∗ Un: n < ω) witnesses that the group is Rothberger bounded.
We now deﬁne the example: The underlying set of the group G is
G := { f ∈ ω12: ∣∣{α: f (α) = 0}∣∣< ℵ0};
Endow G with the Gδ topology. [4] shows that (G,⊕) is a Lindelöf P-group (and thus T4). Thus (G,⊕) is an uncountable
Rothberger bounded group that is not contained as a closed subspace in a σ -compact group. Theorem 2.3 of Comfort in [3]
implies the following generalization of the above example:
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Then the subgroup
G :=
{
f ∈
∏
i∈I
Gi :
∣∣{ j ∈ I: f ( j) = id j}∣∣< ℵ0
}
is a Lindelöf P-group.
In particular, for each uncountable cardinal number κ there is a T0 Lindelöf P-group of cardinality κ . One can prove an
analogue of Theorem 3 also for Lindelöf P-groups, because: Galvin proved a result that implies that if a space is a Lindelöf
P -space then it is a Rothberger space – see the lemma in Section 2 of [7]. Thus, Lindelöf P-groups satisfy the stronger
selection principle S1(O,O). But the following are equivalent:
(1) Topological space X satisﬁes S1(O,O);
(2) ONE has no winning strategy in the game G1(O,O) played on X ;
(3) For each positive integer k, Ω → (O)2k holds for X .
The equivalence of (1) and (2) is due to Pawlikowski [15], and the equivalence with (3) was proved in [20]. Using ideas
of [10] we now show:
Proposition 6. For each uncountable cardinal κ there is a T0 Rothberger bounded group of cardinality κ such that TWO has a winning
strategy in G1(Onbd,O).
In the proof we will make use of the following elementary game of ω innings played on an inﬁnite set S: In inning n
player ONE chooses a countable subset Wn of S and TWO responds by choosing a point bn ∈ Wn . ONE must further obey
the rule that for each n, Wn ⊆ Wn+1. A play (W0,b0, . . . ,Wn,bn, . . .) is won by TWO if for each x ∈⋃n<ω Wn there are
inﬁnitely may n with bn = x. A standard argument shows that TWO has a winning perfect information strategy in this game.
Call this game the “countable-one game”.
Proof of Proposition 6. Let κ be an uncountable cardinal number. Let (Gα : α < κ) be a sequence of discrete countable
groups, each containing more than one element, and deﬁne G to be the direct product
∏
α<κ
Gα
endowed with the countable box topology.
Then the subset G∗ = { f ∈ G: |{α: f (α) = idα}| < ℵ0} endowed with the relative topology is by Theorem 5 a Lindelöf
P-group. For a countable set B ⊂ κ , let ΠB denote the projection of G onto ∏α∈B Gα . Then the set
UB = G∗ ∩ Π←B
[{idB}]
is a basic neighborhood of the identity element of G∗ . Also D = {UB : B ∈ [κ]ℵ0 } is a neighborhood basis for the identity
element of G∗ , and each UB is a subgroup of the group G∗ . Since G∗ is a Lindelöf P-group, each open cover of the form
O(UB) has a countable subcover, and this means that the subgroup UB has countably many distinct left cosets in G∗ .
Now we show that TWO has a winning strategy in the game G1(Onbd,O) played on G∗ . Since D is a neighborhood basis
of the identity element of G∗ , we may assume that for each n < ω ONE’s n-th move is of the form O(UBn ), Bn a countable
subset of κ . And since TWO may replace ONE’s move O(UB) with a move O(UC ) ⊂ O(UB) and respond to the replacement
move instead, we may further assume that ONE’s moves are such that for each n, Bn ⊆ Bn+1, that is, UBn+1 ⊆ UBn .
Also, for each move O(UBn ) by ONE, TWO chooses a countable set An ⊆ G∗ such that {x ∗ UBn : x ∈ An} is the set of
distinct left cosets of UBn in G
∗ . Since TWO has perfect information and for each n UBn+1 ⊆ UBn , TWO may select the sets
An such that for each n we have An ⊆ An+1. We may assume for each n that for each x ∈ An , if x(α) = idGα then α ∈ Bn .
Now let F be a winning perfect information strategy for TWO in the countable-1 game on G∗ . We deﬁne a strategy σ
for TWO in G1(Onbd,O) as follows:
Given ONE’s move O(UB0 ) in G1(Onbd,O) TWO ﬁrst ﬁxes A0 as above, considered as a move of ONE of the
countable-1 game. Then in that game TWO moves x0 = F (A0). Then TWO responds in G1(Onbd,O) with σ(O(UB0 )) =
x0 ∗ UB0 .
In the next inning of G1(Onbd,O) ONE moves O(UB1 ). TWO ﬁrst ﬁxes the countable set A1 as above and consider it as a
move of ONE in the countable-1 game on G∗ . In that game TWO moves x1 = F (A0, A1). Then TWO responds in G1(Onbd,O)
with σ(O(UB0 ),O(UB1 )) = x1 ∗ UB1 , and so on, as depicted in the following diagram.
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ONE TWO
O(UB0 )
x0 ∗ UB0
O(UB1 )
x1 ∗ UB1
.
.
.
.
.
.
Countable-1 game
ONE TWO
A0 x0 = F (A0)
A1 x1 = F (A0, A1)
.
.
.
.
.
.
We shall now see that σ is a winning strategy for TWO in the game G1(Onbd,O). Thus, consider a σ -play
O(UB0), x0 ∗ UB0 , O(UB1), x1 ∗ UB1 , . . . , O(UBn ), xn ∗ UBn , . . . .
Let x ∈ G∗ be given. We must show that x ∈⋃n<ω xn ∗UBn . Put B =⋃n<ω Bn . Then evidently UB ⊆ UBn holds for each n.
Also L = x ∗ UB is left coset of UB in G∗ .
Claim 1. For each n < ω there is a y ∈ An with L ⊆ y ∗ UBn .
To see this, ﬁx n < ω. Since UB ⊆ UBn we have x ∗ UB ⊆ x ∗ UBn . But x ∗ UBn is a left coset of UBn in G∗ , and so by the
choice of An there is a y ∈ An with x ∗ UBn = y ∗ UBn .
Thus, choose for each n a yn ∈ An such that L ⊆ yn ∗ UBn .
Claim 2. For each n < ω we have yn+1 ∗ UBn+1 ⊆ yn ∗ UBn .
For suppose on the contrary that yn+1 ∗ UBn+1  yn ∗ UBn . Then we also have yn+1 ∗ UBn  yn ∗ UBn , so that these are
distinct left cosets of UBn in G
∗ , and so are disjoint. But this contradicts the fact that ∅ = L ⊆ yn+1 ∗ UBn+1 ∩ yn ∗ UBn .
Towards proving the next claim ﬁrst note that if x ∗ UBn ⊆ y ∗ UBn then (∀α ∈ Bn) (x(α) = y(α)).
Claim 3. For each n < ω we have support(yn) ⊆ support(yn+1).
For by Claim 2 we ﬁnd a u ∈ UBn such that yn+1 = yn ∗ u. Now support(yn) ∩ support(u) = ∅, and so support(yn+1) =
support(yn) ∪ support(u) ⊇ support(yn).
Claim 4. For each n < ω we have support(yn) ⊆ support(x).
Since x ∈ L ⊆ yn ∗UBn it follows that y−1n ∗x ∈ UBn , and so for each α ∈ Bn we have x(α) = yn(α). Since support(yn) ⊆ Bn ,
Claim 4 follows.
Since x is in G∗ it has ﬁnite support. Claims 3 and 4 imply that there is a k, from now on ﬁxed, such that for all n  k
we have support(yn) = support(yk). It follows that for all n k, yn = yk . But then, for all n k, x ∈ yk ∗ UBn , which implies
that x ∈ yk ∗ UB . But for inﬁnitely many n we have xn = yk , and so for such an n larger than k, x ∈ xn ∗ UBn .
This completes the proof that σ is a winning strategy for TWO. 
From this we now derive that TWO in fact has a winning strategy in the game G1(O,O), typically a harder game for
player TWO. Towards this we need another generalization of the Lebesgue Covering Lemma, this time for Lindelöf P-groups:
Proposition 7. Let (G,∗) be a Lindelöf P-group. Then there is for each open cover U of G a neighborhood N of the identity of G such
that for each x ∈ G there is a U ∈ U such that x ∗ N ⊆ U .
Proof. Let U be an open cover of G . For each x ∈ G choose a neighborhood Ux of G ’s identity such that Ux is an open
subgroup of G , and there is a U ∈ U with x ∗ Ux ⊆ U . Since G is Lindelöf we ﬁnd xn, n < ω such that F = {xn ∗ Uxn : n < ω}
is an open cover of G and reﬁnes U . Now since G is a P -space, choose an open neighborhood N of the identity such that
N is a subgroup of G , and N ⊆⋂n<ω Uxn .
We claim that N is as required. For consider any x ∈ G . Then x ∗ N is a left coset of N in G . We claim there is an n with
x ∗ N ⊆ xn ∗ Uxn . For if not, then for each n we have x ∗ N  xn ∗ Uxn . But we have x ∗ N ⊆ x ∗ Uxn , a left coset of Uxn in the
group G . Thus x ∗ Uxn = xn ∗ Uxn , and as xn ∗ Uxn is also a left coset of Uxn , we have x ∗ N ∩ xn ∗ Uxn = ∅. But then the family{xn ∗ Uxn : n < ω} does not cover the subset x ∗ N of G , contradicting the fact that F is a cover of G . 
Theorem 8. For each inﬁnite cardinal κ there is a T0 Lindelöf P-group of cardinality κ such that TWO has a winning strategy in the
game G1(O,O).
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tion 6). Let F be TWO’s winning strategy in that game.
Deﬁne a strategy σ for TWO in the game G1(O,O) as follows: When ONE plays the open cover U1, choose a neigh-
borhood N1 of the identity of G as in Proposition 7, and then let σ(U1) be an element U of U1 such that F (N1) ∗ N1 ⊆ U .
When ONE plays the next open cover U2 choose a neighborhood N2 of the identity of G as in Proposition 7, and then let
σ(U1,U2) be an element U of U2 such that F (N1,N2) ∗ N2 ⊆ U , and so forth.
Then σ is a winning strategy for TWO. 
Call an open cover U of a topological space a γ -cover if U is inﬁnite, and each inﬁnite subset of U still covers the
space. The symbol Γ denotes the collection of open γ covers of a space. In [7] Gerlits and Nagy introduced the notion of a
γ -space: A topological space which satisﬁes the selection principle S1(Ω,Γ ) is said to be a γ -space. It is evident that each
γ -space is a Rothberger space. In Theorem 1 of [7] the authors prove
Theorem 9 (Gerlits–Nagy). For a T3 12 -space TWO has a winning strategy in G1(O,O) if, and only if, TWO has a winning strategy in
G1(Ω,Γ ).
It is also evident that if TWO has a winning strategy in the game G1(Ω,Γ ), then the underlying space is a γ -space.
Corollary 10. For each uncountable cardinal number κ there is a Lindelöf P-group of cardinality κ on which TWO has a winning
strategy in the game G1(Ω,Γ ).
Proof. By Theorem 8 and Theorem 9. 
5. Large σ -compact Rothberger bounded T0 groups
In Proposition 4 of [5], Corson proves essentially the following theorem4:
Theorem 11 (Corson). Let {Xi : i ∈ I} be a family of σ -compact topological groups and for each i let ei be the identity element of Xi .
Then the subgroup
G :=
{
f ∈
∏
i∈I
Xi :
∣∣{ j ∈ I: f ( j) = e j}∣∣< ℵ0
}
is σ -compact.
Corollary 12. For each inﬁnite cardinal number κ there is a T0 σ -compact Rothberger bounded group of cardinality κ .
Proof. Let cardinal number κ be given, and take I to be κ . For each i ∈ I take Xi to be Z, the additive group of integers. Now
consider the group G as in Corson’s Theorem. G is in fact Rothberger bounded. To see this let for each n a neighborhood
Un of the identity element of G be given. We may assume each Un is a basic open set, and thus that there is a ﬁnite
set Fn ⊆ I such that Un is of the form { f ∈ G: (∀i ∈ Fn) ( f (i) = 0)}. Now C = ⋃n<ω Fn is a countable subset of I and
GC = { f C : f ∈ G} is evidently Rothberger bounded in ∏i∈C Xi . For each n choose a gn ∈ GC such that GC ⊆⋃n<ω gn ∗UnC .
For each n choose fn ∈ G with fnC= gn . Then it follows that G ⊆⋃n<ω fn ∗Un . Thus G is a σ -compact Rothberger bounded
group of cardinality κ . 
Using the method of proof of Proposition 6, one proves
Proposition 13. In the groups of Corollary 12 TWO has a winning strategy in the game G1(Onbd,O).
Proof. Note that for each ﬁnite subset B of κ the set UB = { f ∈ G: (∀α ∈ B) ( f (α) = idGα } is in fact a subgroup of G , is a
neighborhood of the identity element of G , and the set of such UB form a neighborhood basis of the identity element of G .
Now apply the argument of Proposition 6. 
In fact the groups of Corollary 12 satisfy the stronger selection principle S1(O,O): One can prove more, namely
Theorem 14. In the groups of Corollary 12 TWO has a winning strategy in the game G1(O,O) on G.
4 Corson formulates the proposition for the case when the factor spaces Xi are all the real line. But the argument gives the more general result of
Theorem 11.
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group is σ -compact we write G =⋃∞n=0 Gn where for each n Gn ⊆ Gn+1 and Gn is compact.
For each open cover U of G and for each n choose a neighborhood U (U ,n) of the identity element of G such that
U (U ,n) is a subgroup of G and for each x ∈ Gn there is a V ∈ U such that x ∗ U (U ,n) ⊆ V . Let V (x,U ,n) be such a V .
Deﬁne a strategy σ for TWO of G1(O,O) as follows: When ONE plays the open cover O 1 in the ﬁrst inning, TWO
simulates a move for ONE in G1(Onbd,O) as O(U (O 1,1)), applies the winning strategy F to this move to obtain x1 ∗
U (O 1,1) = F (O(U (O 1,1))). Then if G1 ∩ x1 ∗ U (O 1,1) = ∅ we ﬁnd for an x ∈ G1 that x ∗ U (O 1,1) = x1 ∗ U (O 1,1), a left
coset of U (O 1,1) in G . Then TWO ﬁxes such an x and plays
σ(O 1) = V (x, O 1,1) ∈ O 1.
If G1 ∩ x1 ∗ U (O 1,1) = ∅ then TWO chooses an arbitrary element x ∈ G1 and plays
σ(O 1) = V (x, O 1,1) ∈ O 1.
When ONE next moves O 2, TWO simulates a move for ONE in G1(Onbd,O) as follows: Deﬁne O = {U ∩ V : U ∈ O 1
and V ∈ O 1}\ {∅} and let ONE’s move be O(U (O,2)). TWO’s response using F is x2 ∗U (O,2) = F (O(U (O 1,1)),O(U (O,2)).
Consider x2 ∗U (O,2)∩G2. If this is nonempty select any x in this intersection. as before we have x∗U (O,2) = x2 ∗U (O,2),
and now TWO responds with
σ(O 1, O 2) = V (x,O,2) ∈ O 2.
If on the other hand the intersection is empty then TWO chooses any x ∈ G2 and responds with
σ(O 1, O 2) = V (x,O,2) ∈ O 2.
This procedure describes a strategy for TWO in the game G1(O,O) on G .
To see that σ is a winning strategy for TWO, consider any σ -play
O 1, σ (O 1), O 2, σ (O 1, O 2), . . . .
Let an x ∈ G be given. Fix the least m with x ∈ Gm . By the deﬁnition of σ we have an associated sequence
Un = U (On,n)
of subgroups of G that are neighborhoods for the identity element where for each n we have Un+1 ⊂ Un , and O1 = O 1
while On+1 = {U ∩ V : U ∈ On and V ∈ On+1} \ {∅}, and elements xn of G such that
x1 ∗ U1 = F
(O(U1)) and xn+1 ∗ Un+1 = F (O(U1), . . . ,O(Un)).
But then this is an F -play of G1(Onbd,O) and thus won by TWO, meaning there are inﬁnitely many n with x ∈
xn ∗ Un . Thus, ﬁx an n > m with x ∈ xn ∗ Un . But then Gn ∩ xn ∗ Gn = ∅ and thus σ(O 1, . . . , On) ⊇ x ∗ Un , meaning
x ∈ σ(O 1, . . . , On). 
Corollary 15. For each inﬁnite cardinal number κ there is a σ -compact T0 topological group of cardinality κ such that TWO has a
winning strategy in the game G1(Ω,Γ ).
Proposition 16. Let (G,∗) be a σ -compact T0 topological group with property S1(Onbd,O). Then G has the property S1(Ω,Γ ).
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 4 part (1) that (G,∗) has property S1(O,O) since in the notation of that corol-
lary G = H and OH = O.
Recall that a T0 topological group is T3 12 . Since a compact T3-space is Rothberger if, and only if, it is scattered [2,
Proposition 34], if, and only if, it is a γ -space (Theorem 4 of [7] and its corollary), and since the countable union of
compact γ -spaces is a γ -space (the union of two compact γ -spaces is a compact Rothberger space and thus a compact
γ -space; now apply Jordan’s theorem5 [11, Corollary 14]), these topological groups are in fact σ -compact (thus σ -scattered)
γ -groups. 
Thus for any cardinal number κ , the topological group Rκ contains σ -compact γ subgroups of cardinality κ . It follows for
example that the elements with ﬁnite support of any power of the integers is a σ -compact Rothberger bounded topological
group.
Corollary 17. For each inﬁnite cardinal number κ there is a T0 topological group (G,∗) of cardinality κ which is a σ -compact Roth-
berger space in all ﬁnite powers.
5 Jordan’s theorem states that the union of a ⊆-increasing sequence of subspaces, each a γ -space, is again a γ -space.
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